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There is first love, and there is Zaza Pa…

There is first love, and there is Zaza
Pachulia love
by hawksdawgs on Apr 1, 2010 12:25 PM EDT

16 comments

I am a man of hyperbole so take this however you like, but this is a top five day of my life. Actually, screw it,
insinuating that statement may be an exaggeration cheapens this day for what it is. The weather is perfect,
the Hawks beat the Lakers, and Zaza Pachulia is a god. When those things are certain, there is no such
thing as over optimism.
You may remember I wrote a post about two weeks ago on this jersey.

via Larry Brown Sports

And I said something like:
I am not kidding if we have a Zaza Pachulia and a Zaza Pcahulia on this team, my mind is going to
implode. I would pay all the money I have to see a one on one game between these two. On a more
realistic note, I will give you my house if you get me that jersey.
Well, unfortunately we don't have a Pachulia and a Pcahulia on the team, but as awesome should have it, I
received an email from the Mr. Pachulia who does don a Hawks jersey saying he read the blog and wanted
my address. After some counseling with a brown paper bag, I gave it to him, and today, the UPS man
delivered the goods.
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Zaza didn't even make me give him my house. The guy is a modern day saint.
The college diploma is going down. The Pcahulia is going up. Tell the kids, dreams really do come true.
They really do.
Read More: Zaza Pachulia (C - ATL), Atlanta Hawks
Comments

Lucky bastard
by Mr. Sanchez on Apr 1, 2010 12:35 PM EDT

reply 0 recs

This is incredible!
Zaza is an incredibly awesome guy. You, sir are a lucky man, Drew!
by Duff_M an on Apr 1, 2010 12:35 PM EDT via mobile

reply 0 recs

Did Hubie Brown come with it?
Watching Bobby Cox pick boogers since 1995
by a hooter's baby on Apr 1, 2010 12:39 PM EDT

reply 0 recs

it came with a singing telegram
by the one and only.
by hawksdawgs on Apr 1, 2010 12:41 PM EDT

up
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Did he sign it?
And don’t they let you order custom jerseys at the Hawks online store?
by axhfan on Apr 1, 2010 1:41 PM EDT

up

reply 0 recs

Way to go
I like Zaza too, maybe not to the degree you do Hawksdawg, but he is good. I haven’t been on this
site long, but I can tell you got a huge man crush on the guy. Nothing wrong with that, just keep it
there and don’t take it any further. He should get more minutes, but last night against the Lakers
you couldn’t ask for more from the guy. Either way its great to see him give back to the fans. That’s
a lot better than some of the stories I have heard about Joe (hopefully they are untrue).
"Opposition in my face, trying to play the fence, I'm bigger than this dude, this don't make no sense,
I Air Jordan on 'em". - K-Drama
by Sterling Platinum on Apr 1, 2010 12:40 PM EDT
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by Bronn on Apr 1, 2010 12:51 PM EDT
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Holy Shat!
Zaza…..is…..awesome!
because Kroy "the beerman" Biermann can do it all!
by Bonhoffer on Apr 1, 2010 12:58 PM EDT
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I am so jealous
Congrats hawksdawg. I know u will treasure it
IF YOU CANT ACCEPT LOSING, YOU CANT WIN.
by Hawksgirl on Apr 1, 2010 12:58 PM EDT via mobile

reply 0 recs

As if this wasn't an awesome day already
THE HAWKS ARE ON THE COVER OF SLAM MAGAZINE!!!
http://www.slamonline.com/online/blogs/the-links/2010/04/slam-138-on-sale-now/
I never though I would see this day
reply 0 recs

by atlsfinest on Apr 1, 2010 1:07 PM EDT

JJ with the Blue Steel
by axhfan on Apr 1, 2010 1:42 PM EDT
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up

Whoa.
by The Human Highlight Blog on Apr 1, 2010 1:13 PM EDT
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If this is an April Fools joke....you win
Blogging Suns Basketball . twitter: @sethpo
by Seth Pollack on Apr 1, 2010 1:27 PM EDT
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The jersey is well deserved
Enjoy it HawksDawgs
by ATLpaul on Apr 1, 2010 1:33 PM EDT
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That it badass!
That means Zaza reads this blog. That means Zaza could be one of us….
by axhfan on Apr 1, 2010 1:39 PM EDT
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Sick! Quite a gem; you better not wear it to every game or it'll get worn out!
On a serious note, I think that someone the caliber of Zaza is always rewarded by true fans over the
star like Joe Johnson or Jamal Crawford.
Zaza is the guy that gets the world’s ugliest double-double, never brags, always has his teammates’
backs, never complains being on the bench, and never gets down on himself when he has a bad
game.
In short, he is THE MAN!
by coachkcastellon on Apr 1, 2010 1:54 PM EDT
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